
Choose how you take  
on the hybrid future 
The new Surface Pro 8 delivers 
flexibility and performance to meet 
the needs of the hybrid workplace. 
You can choose either the current 
Windows 10 or new Windows 11 
operating systems.

Make the workplace the work anyplace

Explore Surface Pro 8 now

From the conference room to the design studio, explore how the Surface Pro 8 
combines the muscle of a desktop with the flexibility of a tablet. It puts work, 
collaboration, and productivity where they should be: anyplace they get done better, 
faster, and with more satisfaction.
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* Microsoft Surface Slim Pen 2, Microsoft Surface Pro Signature Keyboard, and Surface Dock 2 sold separately
** Surface Pro 8 with LTE Advanced is coming in 2022. Visit Surface.com for updates on availability in your market. Availability 
may vary by market and configuration. Service availability and performance subject to service provider’s network. Contact your 
service provider for details, compatibility, pricing, SIM card, and activation. See all specs and frequencies at surface.com.

Meet Microsoft Surface Pro 8

The modern workplace isn’t a place anymore. It’s an attitude of getting it done from 
anywhere. Rapid-fire emails, chats, and meetings are no longer about an office—
they’re about getting it done. And your teams are all over it. They deserve the tools to 
take on tasks at the speed of their workday—and sometimes all at once.

The all-new Microsoft Surface Pro 8 frees them to do it all with greater flexibility. Our 
most powerful Pro ever combines the muscle of a laptop with the flexibility of 
a tablet—and every angle in between.

Become a master multitasker

Free your teams to set up their work 
their way with the bandwidth to drive 
multiple 4k monitors and Surface 
Dock 2.*

Take the limits off collaboration

Keep your teams securely and 
consistently connected in high 

definition with LTE for stunning 
meetings and presentations.

Flexibility for every moment

The unique Surface Kickstand instantly 
supports work at any angle, from laptop, 
to desktop to portable digital canvas.

Crystal clear collaboration

Keep everyone smoothly editing, 
sharing, and collaborating with  
Wi-Fi 6 and optional LTE** Advanced.

Our most advanced pen*

Feel more natural with inking that 
responds to your gestures to help 
you work faster and more intuitively.

The power to multitask

Do more in more places—on-screen 
notes, multi-tasking, or anything—with 
the 11th Gen Intel® Core™ processors 
in Surface Pro 8.

Power to excel, 
flexibility to exceed
Your teams choose how they work, 
Surface Pro 8 delivers.

The power to crush workloads

Take a quantum leap in speed and capability 
with the 11th Gen Intel® Core™ processors 
for unprecedented performance.

Draw and write naturally

The Microsoft Surface Slim Pen 2 
delivers the most advanced speed and 
precision for sketching, note-taking, 
or navigating.*

Tablet flexibility
Desktop power 
Surface Pro

Lighten even the heaviest workloads

https://www.microsoft.com/surface/business/surface-pro-8

